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About This Game

Axis Football is an American football simulation featuring massive customization and a complete franchise mode.
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Better than madden 08 10/10. The game is in it's infancy stage - so early that you could honestly call it the embryonic stage - and
it shows in the gameplay. HOWEVER, despite it's relatively low budget, I am surprised with the game's features and content. It's
not Madden (it doesn't have millions of dollars behind it, so of course it won't be) but I think with continued support, 5-10 years
down the line, this game could be the PC football game we've all been waiting for. It's not worth $20 atm (more like $12 tbh),
but if that's what it takes to support the game's future, I'm willing to dish that out (though I bought it for sale at $15.99, hehe). I
definitely recommend it, especially if it's on sale. The PC platform DESPERATELY needs a football game, and we may have it
here.. Even though I'm a football fan, I bought this game to support an indie developer. Yes this game lacks the fit and finish of
its big budget counterpart, but the gameplay feels good, and will be great with more improvement. Buy this game and support a
well made, moddable representation of American Football on PC.. What a waste of money, time and effort. Tons of bugs.too
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many to explain or believe. Examples: Score on the last play of a half, you donu2019t get an extra point try u2026 the other
team kicks off to you from your 25. Crashes randomly. Editor is weak and does not allow for changing team names, locations or
player names. Adding more "value" to your players is reflected in their profile but not in their game play . so you can spend time
changing player values but the values you enter are not going to impact game play in any way. Game success, (winning) has
nothing to do with keyboard skills nor play calling knowledge. The algorithms are set to increase difficulty against you, the
longer you play which is not how actual football works, obviously. A converted Flash game that should have remained just that,
a Flash game on Newgrounds played for free. If you just love digital voices and commentary that is absolutely out of alignment
with whatu2019s happening in the game, this one could be for you.. Better than madden 08 10/10
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